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Abstract - “Corporate Environment or Corporate Work Culture as the terms speaks for it is the main eye catching entity that 
makes the difference when it comes to select a desired Job Role form any Candidate’s Point of View.” Maintaining a 
Corporate Environment has always been one of the most challenging and most debatable topics in any industry. “How is the 
Work Culture and Environment?” has always been a trending question on any of the latest Company and Corporate Review 
Sites. Some believe that maintaining a better environment is necessary while others consider only getting the Job done has to 
be the utmost priority. And both these concerns lead to the main factor connecting them both i.e. The HUMAN ASSETS 
which are required to get the Job done. As per a survey conducted, 47% of the startups that have not been successful are the 
result of having efficient people at wrong places of work or due to inefficient Asset management. Though the introduction of 
Latest technology driven methods to identify the right fit for the job has remarkably reduced the stress of managers and made 
the daunting task of maintaining a good corporate work environment easy. But the process that deteriorates the work Culture 
starts from the Very Root Step Called the Recruitment. No doubt we can’t hire with 100% accuracy but yet the process of 
assigning right roles to assets is what can make a difference in maintaining a great work culture and which in turn will fetch 
remarkably good results and Exponential business growth and more importantly a Job satisfaction to the Assets working to 
generate results. Thus this Critical problem of handling assets in corporate environments needs to be immediately and rightly 
addressed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Corporate sector ever since its inception has been 
one of the most demanding and Challenging sectors 
due to its fast changing needs and ever growing 
Reputation. The maintenance of a good work culture 
has always been a game changer in any form of 
Business. Leading Corporate Houses and Major 
Industries support the motion of having a good work 
culture in the Company. Thus in brief corporate 
culture refers to the beliefs and behaviors that 
determine how a company's employees and 
management interact and handle outside business 
transactions. Often, corporate culture is implied, not 
expressly defined, and develops organically over time 
from the cumulative traits of the people the company 
hires. 
 
1.1 Understanding Company Culture 
Company culture is the personality of a company. It 
defines the environment in which employees work. 
Company culture includes a variety of elements, 
including work environment, company mission, 
value, ethics, expectations, and goals. 
For example, some companies have a team-based 
culture with employee participation on all levels, 
while other has a more traditional and formal 
management style. Other companies have a casual 
workplace without many rules and regulations. 
We can take an example of Google as an organization 
to clearly understand the Company culture and ways 
to manage Human assets 

Some major points of Google work culture and 
Human Asset management are: 
"At lunchtime, almost everyone eats in the office 
café, sitting at whatever table has an opening and 
enjoying conversations with Googlers from different 
teams. 
Everyone has an equal right to Ask Questions to 
directly Sergy & Larry. 
If an Employee Dies then some part of its salay is 
given to its Family for a period of 10 years. 
This is what makes it a much sought after places for 
work. 
 
1.2 Why Does Company Culture Matter? 
Company culture is important to employees as well as 
the Organization because if workers are more likely 
to enjoy their time in the workplace then they will 
perform better which in turn will make them to 
develop better relationships with coworkers, and are 
thus even more productive. 
While, if you work for a company where you don’t fit 
in with the company culture, you most likely are to 
take far less pleasure out of your work. And thus will 
be less effective individually as well as for the 
Organization. 
Now if we consider a company with a traditional 
management style, then your job responsibilities will 
be clearly defined, and there may not be opportunities 
to advance without going through a 
formal promotion or transfer process. However at a 
casual workplace, employees often have the 
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opportunity to take on new projects and additional 
assignments as and when needed. 
Company culture and ASSET management is equally 
important to employers too, because workers who fit 
in with the company culture are likely to not only be 
happier, but more productive. Thus, employers can 
improve organization productivity and employee 
retention through a strong office culture. 
Human Asset Management covers six main Building 
blocks which are somehow interdependent or 
correlated. Some of these are: 

1. Profiling Competency 
2. Development Planning 
3. Talent Asset Management 
4. Strategic Workforce Planning 
5. Performance Management 
6. Recruitment and on-boarding 

 

 
Fig.1 

 
People who we work with are assets, generating the 
ideas of ensuring the success of a company. Human 
Asset Management is about first knowing who has 
what competencies and then figuring out how to 
combine complementary strengths within a team to 
generate value. This presence of organizational 
competence has a positive effect on competitiveness. 
 
II. NEGATIVE CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT 
 
Attaining a Positive Corporate Environment for a 
business is Possible. Yet, this doesn’t always happen 
naturally. A negative Corporate Environment or 
Misguided Asset management can result in decreased 
productivity and lesser motivated employees. 
The trap of a negative corporate culture is over every 
business, so right precautions must be taken in 
advance to avoid any casualty. 
Here are some of the Main causes leading to a poor or 
a Negative Environment: 

 Poor internal communication 
 Micromanagement 
 Hyper competition 
 Bad habits 

 Focus on profit 
 Office gossip 
 Low office engagement 
 Lack of empathy 
 Poor management and leadership 
 Office discipline 

 
Fig.2 

 
III. CURRENT METHODS OF MANAGING A 
WORK ENVIRONMENT AND ASSETS 
 
The importance of both the above mentioned points is 
of utmost Priority in every Corporate Sector but we 
often just nod our heads and move on. But the thing is 
that it matters. So how can we actually get our flesh 
and blood on the idea to make a practical implication 
rather than just a good saying? 
Some of the current scenarios that our industries use 
to tackle this Problem given under: 

1. The burnout delusion: Burnout is not the 
actual price we must pay for success. We as 
the Top Management has realized that taking 
care of their human capital is just as 
important as their quarterly earnings. 

2. Focus to Openness: The more openly we 
manage our ASSETS the more we lessen the 
Burdon to avoid the company politics and 
Mismanagement. 

3. Avoiding the “growth above all” mindset: 
The idea of growth as a purpose and end in 
itself is quickly becoming cancerous to the 
corporate world. It subsumes all other 
primary values—including empathy, 
collaboration, and professionalism. 

4. Replacing Top Performers with consistent 
Performers: Getting in too many top 
performers might lead to unavoidable 
behavioral conflicts. This is nowadays being 
avoided by replacing top ones with average 
consistent performers. 

 
IV. OUR NOVEL METHOD TO ADVANCE 
THE PROCESS OF HANDLING ASSET 
 
One of the main Outcomes of each sector is achieving 
high performance and in our method we consider it 
on three main Aspects: 
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High Performance = Clarity x Ability x 
Motivation 
 
The clarity of Roles can be achieved by clearly 
defining the Job Roles and it could be only done if we 
get to know what people have a similar mindset. 
The ability factor can be achieved by providing a 
proper skill set to the team, but yet we need to know 
what skill sets are lacking. 
The last but not the least factor is the Motivation and 
to provide effective motivation we again need to skill 
out that if the person is lacking motivation or Ability 
or the Clarity. 
As the technology is gaining speed there are more 
and more tools available to analyze an individual 
Performance, likes, dislikes Suitable roles etc. Our 
model of Management also focuses on analysis of big 
data derived from the Technology driven products to 
squeeze out the best fit for a particular type of job and 
as a whole for the company. The model uses the 
method of selecting the fit which is right and suitable 
for a particular type of job based on its nature and 
performance throughout the years of curriculum. It 
helps to effectively judge the Subject’s interest and 
strengths irrespective of the domain the Subject is 
working in. 
The main insights that a Subject has to provide are 
not listed but directly selected from its team data. 
Using the candidates past performances in different 
domains and its effective outcomes lets the system to 
decide how good the Fit is in for a team and on the 
basis of this the Subject can get a suitable job which 
results in increasing the performance of the Subject 
and in turn of the organization as well as increasing 
the time a Subject works for the organization in a 
selected domain. This also helps in maintaining 
Likeminded, Same frequency people together which 
directly effects the work culture as more the people 
are of like interests more they resonate with one 
another. 
 
V. EXPECTED RESULTS 
 
On application of this model among a group of 
people in an institute, the results were more than 
satisfactory. Here we tried to analyze the student’s 
area of expertise and the domain he would like to 
work in and if the candidate actually was performing 
when kept on similar teams irrespective of the 

domain he was sought in. This study and analysis not 
only fetched good results but also established certain 
new trends. In our analysis we found some candidates 
were performing well in the teams which generally 
did not belong to their area of study and there were 
also some people which were not able to satisfy the 
criteria of their enrolled job team. 
 

 
Fig.3 

 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 
A negative corporate culture and Mismanaged Assets 
can be a disaster for a business. Given that a negative 
culture can force great employees to leave, lose 
clients or make for sub-par work, it must be taken 
seriously. The use of Tools to diversify the candidates 
on the basis of their Work environments can be 
highly beneficial. 
Use of big data analytics can provide to be a game 
changer if used properly. With the creation of this 
paper we like to put emphasis on the using the 
technology to divide the corporate Jungle in to a well 
defined Respectable work place. 
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